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To Catch a Hacker: Policy Recommendations

Cybercriminals operate with a sense of impunity as only 0.3% of malicious cyber incidents see an arrest, according to our analysis of FBI reported data. What that means is that the United States is facing a massive cyber enforcement gap just as the cybercrime wave continues and malicious cyber activity that threatens our national security is becoming more common. To close the cyber enforcement gap, we call for a comprehensive, strategic approach to identify, stop, and punish malicious cyber actors. The US maintains robust efforts to secure existing computer networks, but heavily relying on air tight systems and mistake-less human users can only accomplish so much. In our new paper, we call for ten US policy actions (some that build off existing efforts) that can form the contours of such a strategy to go after human attackers.

Domestic Enforcement Reform

1. **A Larger Role for Law Enforcement:** Strengthen capacity building efforts so that law enforcement, enabled by diplomacy, can target the humans behind cyberattacks.

2. **A Cyber Enforcement Cadre:** Address not only workforce shortages, but the way the cyber enforcement workforce is trained, incentivized, and retained.

3. **Better Attribution Efforts:** Increase investments in research and development for attribution technology, better digital forensics, and prioritize efforts to build international alliances that improve timeliness and impact of attribution efforts.

4. **A Carrot and Stick Approach to Fugitives:** Adopt a broader reward–based system to incentivize information sharing that can lead to arrests of malicious cyber actors balanced with the smart use of targeted sanctions.

5. **An Ambassador–level Cyber Quarterback:** Institute an ambassador–level cyber coordinator position at the State Department with a clear mandate and resources on cyber enforcement.

6. **Stronger Tools in the Diplomacy Arsenal:** Expand the number and streamline processes for agreements with other countries that help bring cyber attackers to justice and continue to utilize the multilateral Budapest Convention.

7. **Better International Capacity for Enforcement:** Support efforts to build the capacity of other countries on cybercrime investigations, while ensuring cybercrime and cybersecurity efforts are not used to suppress civil liberties and human rights.

International Cooperation and Coordination Reform

8. **Better Success Metrics:** Establish mechanisms to measure the scope of the cyber enforcement problem and the effectiveness of government efforts.

9. **Organizational Changes and Interagency Cooperation:** Evaluate further needed policy changes to de-conflict the missions of the agencies responsible for cyber enforcement.

10. **Centralized Strategic Planning:** Institute an overarching, comprehensive strategy for US cyber enforcement led by a senior official at the White House.

The lack of an overarching strategy to deal with this growing threat is ominously analogous to the pre–9/11 US government approach to terrorism. We need a strategy that doesn’t just focus on building a better safe, but focuses on catching the safecracker.
To Catch a Hacker:
Toward a comprehensive strategy to identify, pursue, and punish malicious cyber actors
By Mieke Eoyang, Allison Peters, Ishan Mehta, and Brandon Gaskew

Introduction
On February 21, 2017, computer monitors in Colorado’s Department of Transportation went gray. In simple red and black text, an ominous message: “All your files are encrypted.” For three bitcoin, or what was then $27,000, the department could have the decryption keys. They refused. Soon after, the department lost use of 150 servers and shut down 2,000 employee computers. Two weeks later the department was hit a second time, by another strain of the same ransomware, hampering already costly recovery efforts. One month following this attack, Atlanta’s municipal computer systems came to a slow crawl. Again, a message appeared on the city’s network demanding ransom in exchange for the decryption of their files. One-third of all city services were sidelined and critical data, including police files and evidence, was lost. In Indiana this past January, the Hancock Health Hospital system was hit with the same type of ransomware. The attackers took hostage of more than 1,400 files on their networks, which included medical records of current patients, only releasing them once a ransom was paid.

Each of these incidents were part of the same ransomware attack known as SamSam. SamSam may be thought of as just a series of ones and zeroes but behind SamSam is a person or a set of people. They could be a member of a terrorist group, a criminal organization, or an agent of a nation-state, seeking to exploit computer vulnerabilities to advance their agenda. They may simply be a cyber thief – finding clever ways of breaking into systems and collecting ransoms through hard-to-trace cryptocurrencies. But whoever it is they have collected payments totaling an estimated $6 million since 2015, and they have cost their victims even more millions of dollars in recovery costs. Atlanta alone could reportedly spend $17 million in incident response and mitigation. This attack was technically sophisticated, both in its invasion and its execution, and hit victims across many different jurisdictions. The person or persons behind SamSam are still at large, and as this report will show, it is safe to assume that they believe they will never be caught. This must change.

In this paper, we argue that the United States currently lacks a comprehensive overarching strategic approach to identify, stop and punish cyberattackers. We show that:

1. **There is a burgeoning cybercrime wave:** A rising and often unseen crime wave is mushrooming in America. There are approximately 300,000 reported malicious cyber incidents per year, including up to 194,000 that could credibly be called individual or system-wide breaches or attempted breaches. This is likely a vast undercount since many victims don’t report break-ins to begin with. Attacks cost the US economy anywhere from $57 billion to $109 billion annually and these costs are increasing.

2. **There is a stunning cyber enforcement gap:** Our analysis of publicly available data shows that cybercriminals can operate with near impunity compared to
their real-world counterparts. We estimate that cyber enforcement efforts are so scattered that less than 1% of malicious cyber incidents see an enforcement action taken against the attackers.

3. **There is no comprehensive US cyber enforcement strategy aimed at the human attacker:** Despite the recent release of the National Cyber Strategy, the United States still lacks a comprehensive strategic approach to how it identifies, pursues, and punishes malicious human cyberattackers and the organizations and countries often behind them. We believe that the United States is as far from this human attacker strategy as the nation was toward a strategic approach to countering terrorism in the weeks and months before 9/11.

In order to close the cyber enforcement gap, we argue for a comprehensive enforcement strategy that makes a fundamental rebalance in US cybersecurity policies: from a heavy focus on building better cyber defenses against intrusion to also waging a more robust effort at going after human attackers. We call for ten US policy actions that could form the contours of a comprehensive enforcement strategy to better identify, pursue and bring to justice malicious cyber actors that include building up law enforcement, enhancing diplomatic efforts, and developing a measurable strategic plan to do so.

This rebalance can only be achieved if we increase the emphasis on, and resources in, US cybersecurity efforts to include a greater focus on identifying, stopping, and punishing the human attacker. This means:

- Shedding a blame-the-victim mentality that drives the defensive approach in favor of one of shared responsibility that invigorates a catch-the-hacker approach, and
- Creating a more balanced approach that places more emphasis on law enforcement and diplomacy to prevent an overreliance on the military.

SamSam is only one of thousands of attacks affecting Americans, and it is just a matter of time before another malicious actor aims at bigger targets for reasons far more nefarious than SamSam. While system and network owners and operators have obligations to provide the best security they can, we have seen time after time that a determined attacker will eventually get through. By putting the human attacker in the crosshairs of America’s cybersecurity efforts we can instead raise the costs of their actions to not only bring attackers to justice, but also to deter future attacks—whether they come from criminals, organizations, or hostile governments.

---

**The Enforcement Gap and the Burgeoning Cybercrime Wave**

Calculating the scope of the cyber enforcement gap is a challenging if not impossible task due to the lack of comprehensive public data across agencies. Based on our analysis of the publicly available data that does exist from federal, state, and local sources, we estimate the chance of arresting a cybercriminal is less than 1% of the total number of malicious cyber incidents reported annually to the federal government. We define this enforcement rate as the ratio of arrests to the number of incidents reported, as data on indictments and prosecutions is not consistently reported at all levels. In other words, this enforcement rate may be optimistic as arrests do not mean conviction.
Only 3 in 1,000 cyber incidents see an arrest

By comparison, the clearance rate for property crimes was approximately 18% and for violent crimes 46%, according to the Federal Bureau of Investigation's (FBI) Uniform Crime Report (UCR) for 2016. The clearance rate is the number of cases where at least one person has been arrested, charged with the commission of an offense, and referred for prosecution. Those numbers in comparison to a less than 1% rate for just arrests for computer crimes is a drastic difference in the rate of enforcement.

What happens when there is a criminal, terrorist, or other malicious actor engaging in destabilizing activity in which the likelihood of getting caught and punished is close to zero? In this section, we lay out some of the dimensions of the cybercrime wave in the United States and globally. The burgeoning cybercrime wave is the result of both the ubiquity of technology and the one-sided nature of our defenses: a reliance on building systems that are harder and harder to breach, training lay users to be harder and harder to fool, and faced with hackers who are harder and harder to catch.

Malicious cyber actors are rarely caught and the effort to do so is uncoordinated, under-resourced, and under-prioritized.

The ubiquity of technology means every critical infrastructure sector in the United States—from nuclear power plants to water facilities—utilizes some form of computer-enabled system for their operations that, if attacked successfully, could have devastating impacts on Americans. That is why the US Department of Treasury has designated cybersecurity incidents as one of the biggest threats to the stability of the entire US financial system.

Nearly every US citizen's personal, financial, and sensitive information is stored on a connected device in some form. There are now more active mobile phones, which store sensitive information on them, than the number of people on the planet, and Cisco predicts 27.1 billion up from 17.1 billion in 2016 connected devices by 2021 or roughly 3.5 per person. Each device is
potentially an attack vector that a malicious actor could exploit. Each device has applications, operating systems, and network connections, which all have potential vulnerabilities for an attacker to exploit.

And as we discovered and noted above, the effort to catch malicious cyber actors is uncoordinated, under-resourced, and under-prioritized—just a handful of reasons why those actors are rarely caught.

The Cybercrime Wave

There’s a rising and often unseen crime wave happening in America. The FBI received 298,728 self-reported cybercrime complaints in the United States in the year 2016 alone through its Internet Crime Complaint Center (IC3). Of those, as many as 193,700 cybercrimes could credibly be described as serious attempts at individual or systemic cyber breaches, including such activities as identity theft (16,878 reported incidents), personal data breach (27,573), ransomware (2,673), and malware (2,783), according to the IC3 database. This is only part of the picture, as the FBI estimates that fraud victims report only 15 percent of crime nationwide to law enforcement. That may mean there are 2 million cybercrimes per year, or roughly equal to 1.4 million burglaries in a given year, if underreporting estimates are accurate.

The IC3 is an FBI center established in May 2000 to serve as a central hub for Internet crime victims to alert federal, state, and local authorities to suspected criminal Internet activity. From 2013 to 2017, the IC3 has received over 1.4 million complaints. While IC3’s methodology tabulates each individual’s complaint as a separate entry, the Verizon Data Breach Investigations Report states that there have been over 53,000 incidents targeted at organizations. And America isn’t alone. The International Police Organization (INTERPOL), the multilateral organization that facilitates global law enforcement cooperation to fight international crime, states that cybercrime is one of the fastest growing areas of crime.

What do we mean by “cybercrime?”

While this paper refers to the more general term “malicious cyber activity” in certain places, or “cyberattack” for high-impact incidents, we’re primarily focused on cybercrime or crimes that use or target computer networks. This includes data theft, fraud, distributed denial-of-service (DDoS) attacks, worms, ransomware, and viruses. We recognize the concerns raised with the term “cyberattack,” but considering its widespread adoption and lack of global consensus on overall terminology, we continue its use in certain places to describe significant cyber incidents.

Cybercriminals come in all shapes and sizes. The FBI assesses that these threats can come from attackers with a host of different motivations and affiliations. High-level intrusions usually stem from attackers affiliated with global organized crime syndicates or state-sponsored attackers. Hacker-rings or lone actors typically run mid-level identity fraud or carding schemes for financial gain. Finally, privacy crimes, such as doxing, are targeted crimes usually committed by lone actors with malicious personal or political motivation.
However, that landscape is changing fast. Nation-states like North Korea have attacked systems for a variety of reasons. Sony was hacked to prevent reputational harm, the Bank of Bangladesh heist was for financial gain, and the WannaCry attack was motivated by a desire to cause economic chaos. Terrorists have also continued to use the Internet as a key operational tool, including launching malicious cyberattacks against targets in the United States. Many of these crimes threaten the stability of systems, either intentionally or through the way they spread.

There are also a few categories of malicious cyber activity that, while extremely serious, do not threaten to disrupt the stability of systems. While critically important, our recommendations will not focus on what the Department of Justice refers to as “cyber-enabling crimes threatening personal privacy,” such as cyber-enabled stalking, non-consensual pornography, and cyber-enabled harassment. The recommendations also do not cover issues related to child pornography. These devastating crimes involve potentially very different motivations than other forms of cybercrime and deserve dedicated research related to government responses to these crimes.

The rewards from a successful cyberattack are high, and the costs (in terms of risk) low, which has incentivized malicious actors to develop more effective hacking techniques. Some examples of those techniques and their costs are as follows:

- Ransomware attacks, where an attacker encrypts the victim’s data and typically only frees it when a ransom is paid, doubled in frequency between 2016 and 2017 with incidents affecting a diversity of targets and disrupting the operations of public services and large corporations around the country and globe.
- Malware attacks on mobile devices have now surged with an increase in 54% globally from 2016 to 2017.
- Software update supply chain attacks in which malware is implanted into software packages to infect computer systems has increased by 200 percent globally in 2017 from the year prior.
- The Ponemon Institute estimates the average total cost of a data breach at $3.62 million.
- IC3 calculated that reported crimes, such as identity theft and online fraud, cost victims more than $1.42 billion.
- In 2016, the White House Council of Economic Advisors estimated in 2016 that malicious cyber activity costs the United States economy between $57 billion and $109 billion per year. Other estimates put the number as high as $3 trillion for the global economy annually.

The targets that malicious cyber actors are hitting with their attacks span a wide spectrum of sectors with the healthcare, public, accommodation, and manufacturing bearing the brunt of security incidences and data breaches. For example, the Mirai Botnet attack in October 2016 led to some of the world’s most popular websites going offline for up to twelve hours—including
Netflix, Twitter, Reddit, PayPal, The New York Times, and The Wall Street Journal—costing these companies millions of dollars in lost revenue.\(^{40}\)

Criminal use of technology is creating entirely new categories of crime that never existed before the digital age.\(^{41}\) It is ending the notion of “good neighborhoods” and “bad neighborhoods” when it comes to crime because cyberspace is both ubiquitous and borderless. New types of crime from carding schemes, to ransomware, to crypto mining have made investigations even more complex where the victim and perpetrator may be unknown to each other and may be in different countries. Technologies like Virtual Private Networks (VPNs), the Tor browser,\(^{42}\) and cryptocurrencies like Bitcoin lend anonymity, or at least perceived anonymity, to the malicious cyber actor.

These technologies also help make attacks more effective and easier to execute. Tools created using machine learning allow malicious cyber actors to perform reconnaissance, or information-gathering efforts, more efficiently and to a much higher degree of accuracy. For attackers, the more information they have about the systems and the operators of the system, the more effective the attack. Attackers can assess information regarding potential vulnerabilities, unpatched systems, and exploits much quicker through the advanced technology available to them. Marketplaces and discussion forums on the dark web have made buying and using cyber-exploits as easy as shopping for shoes online.\(^{43}\)

Cybercrime has hit victims across the United States in every single state and territory. California, Florida, Texas, New York, and Pennsylvania—states with very different demographics, corporate representation, and cybersecurity laws—make up the highest number of victims.\(^{44}\) These states have been hit by devastating economic losses as a result of the cybercrime wave.\(^{45}\)

Cybercrime’s impact is so broad that it has security implications for the entire nation and globe. A single incident like the WannaCry cyberattack in 2017 affected more than 200,000 computer systems in 150 countries and potentially cost the world economy $4 billion.\(^{46}\) Malicious cyber actors have attacked health care systems and critical infrastructure in the United States, such as Industrial Control Systems (ICS), the electric grid, and dams. A successful attack executed on these systems can threaten life, property and cause large scale destruction. In March of this year, the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) and the FBI issued an alert that the Russian government was targeting the electric grid and other critical energy systems.\(^{47}\) In 2015, malicious actors managed to access the ICS software at a water treatment plant and tampered with the controls related to water flow and the amount of chemicals used to treat the water.\(^{48}\)

The cybercrime wave is so big it should be setting off alarm bells at every level of law enforcement. And yet, the response from the enforcement community is a drop in the bucket compared to the sheer volume of crimes occurring.

Beyond financial harm, some cyberattackers, at the behest of nation states, are doing real damage to US national security. US defense contractors have become targets for adversaries seeking to steal national security secrets. Recently, Chinese government hackers infiltrated the network of a US Navy contractor, stealing data on undersea warfare and secret plans for US submarine anti-ship missiles.\(^{49}\) China and others are hacking US companies to steal intellectual property, at an estimated cost of $225 billion to $600 billion annually.\(^{50}\) Hostile nations are also using cyber operations to affect US national security personnel directly. In 2014 and 2015,
the Office of Personnel Management\textsuperscript{51} suffered a massive data breach exposing the sensitive information of up to 22 million people, including personal information in their security clearance forms. And, of greatest concern, Russia’s malicious cyber activities aimed at trying to affect the outcome of the 2016 US presidential election have been well-documented in indictment after indictment.\textsuperscript{52}

The cybercrime wave is so big it should be setting off alarm bells at every level of law enforcement. And yet, the response from the enforcement community is a drop in the bucket compared to the sheer volume of crimes occurring.

**The Enforcement Gap**

We know how big the problem is, but assessing the adequacy of the response to the problem is tougher. Not only are we in a cybercrime wave, but we also have a hidden enforcement crisis. Third Way’s analysis estimates that the enforcement rate for reported incidents of the IC3 database is 0.3%. Taking into account that cybercrime victims often do not report cases, the effective enforcement rate estimate may be closer to 0.05%.

**How did we calculate the cyber enforcement rate?**

There were significant challenges to estimating an aggregate cyber enforcement rate for the purpose of this research. Most significantly, there are currently no public databases which specifically report enforcement metrics on computer crime across all localities in the same way that exists for other categories of crime. We analyzed close to two dozen public and private databases to calculate the cyber enforcement rate. There were numerous discrepancies and inconsistencies across the different datasets that estimated the number of cyber incidents. Additionally, none of the datasets had comprehensive attribution information. To calculate the enforcement rate, we therefore decided to use Department of Justice (DOJ), FBI, and Secret Service self-reported numbers on incidents and arrests. This data is not perfect and includes categories of crimes that we do not directly address in our recommendations, such as privacy crimes, and the number of incidents relies on reports by victims to the federal government. Yet, these are the best datasets publicly available that give a picture of the enforcement gap rate for the United States. This is precisely why we call for better comprehensive reporting in our recommendations later in this report.

The FBI IC3 received 298,728 complaints in 2016.\textsuperscript{53} By analyzing a variety of official US government reporting databases, we determined that there were fewer than 1,000 arrests that year between federal, state, and local law enforcement agencies for reported cybercrimes.

Specifically, to determine the number of enforcement actions we looked at various reports of the number of cybercrime arrests. In 2014 and 2015, through the FBI’s Uniform Crime Reporting (UCR) Program, the Bureau reported the number of individuals arrested for “criminal computer intrusion” by each FBI field office. The total number was 105 for 2014 and 49 for 2015.\textsuperscript{54} In 2016, UCR transferred to
the National Incident-Based Reporting System (NIBRS) and no longer separates out the arrest numbers for computer crime in their reporting. However, in 2016, the arrest numbers for computer crime by state and local law enforcement were included through NIBRS for the first time. The number reported under “hacking/computer invasion” crime was 581 for 2016, the most recent year reported, which includes reporting from 6,849 state and local agencies. The Secret Service reported 251 cybercrime arrests in 2016. If we assume the FBI field offices made a similar number of arrests as in the previous two years in 2016 combined, we arrive at the total federal, state, and local computer crime arrests to be between 871 and 927 for 2016, barring a significant increase in federal arrests.

To determine a denominator, we looked at various reports that tabulate the number of cyber incidents and cybercrime. The FBI IC3 report for 2016 notes 298,728 complaints received that year.

Based on these numbers, we estimate the enforcement rate at 0.31%. Considering only one in six victims of cybercrime report to law enforcement, the effective enforcement rate estimate may be closer to 0.05%.

### Number of Convictions for Internet Fraud

![Number of Convictions for Internet Fraud](chart)

The number of convictions reported by the FBI alone is even lower than the number of arrests used to calculate the cyber enforcement rate. The only DOJ document that Third Way has found that reports prosecution numbers is the FBI Congressional Budget Justification document, which lists them as “Internet Fraud.” The FBI reports that using the IC3 data to develop law enforcement referrals, it only secured nine convictions in 2016, down from nineteen cases the previous year.
While these cases are important and meaningful in punishing cyber attackers, they represent a very small drop in a very large bucket. And the low enforcement rate for cybercrime has consequences. Cybercriminals are operating with near impunity compared to their real-world counterparts. Given the increasing ease of committing these crimes and the unlikely chance of being caught, it is no wonder that this category of crime is on the rise.  

In the face of such a small response from law enforcement, some believe the private sector should take matters into their own hands and go on the offense. A widely-perceived enforcement failure will lead victims to eventually say “enough is enough” and act on their own.  

This offensive approach is not to deter attackers but to disrupt their capabilities, including rendering useless their devices, locking accounts, and blocking server access. Proponents of so-called “hacking back” will acknowledge that the impulse comes from a recognition of an enforcement failure and a frustration about the inability to do anything to stop the attacker. But hack back exposes the counter-hacker to their own liability for unauthorized access to someone else’s system and malicious action. Additionally, malicious cyber actors use proxy systems that are tough to identify and retaliations may target systems of innocent individuals. In a well-functioning system, victims have confidence that law enforcement is doing their best to catch the attacker and have a reasonable chance of doing so.  

The Cyber Enforcement Gap: Third Way’s analysis estimates that the enforcement rate for reported incidents of the IC3 database is 0.3%. Taking into account that cybercrime victims often do not report cases, the effective enforcement rate estimate may be closer to 0.05%.  

Furthermore, America’s enforcement gap has been largely hidden because there are no good metrics to assess law enforcement response. The number of reported crimes is proportionally miniscule in comparison to the number of actual crimes. Anecdotal data on high profile incidents and prosecutions do not provide a full picture of what’s at stake. The traditional crime statistics also do not reflect the kinds of new computer enabled crimes that are happening today. And, the lack of clarity in how to report crimes means that state, local, and federal agencies do not report cybercrime in a clear or consistent manner.  

There is a clear enforcement gap in cybercrime that must be urgently addressed. The problem is right in front of us, but policymakers are largely not paying any attention to it. The recent indictments against Russian and North Korean state cyber actors may be perceived as progress, but they do not address the large number of crimes that go unnoticed. The lack of action, the rising costs as a result, and the apparent impunity of these malicious actors would not be tolerated in any other domain. But it often seems like an afterthought in the realm of cyber.  

Closing the enforcement gap will also require understanding the motivation of the human attacker and their relationship to foreign states or other non-state actors that might harbor or support them. This is an essential factor in crafting an effective policy solution to compel behavioral change. There are four reactions the state can take toward the attacker: passive, ignore or abet, or order or conduct. Depending on the nature of the nation state and the cyber attacker(s) and their motivations, the tools used to target a change in behavior of both the state and attackers will vary. It’s important to deeply understand the nature of this relationship to employ the most effective solution once the human attacker has been identified.
Working with states that prohibit attacks may require increased cooperation or capacity building to be able to coordinate efforts to bring enforcement actions against the attackers. If the state is ignoring or abetting the attacker, diplomatic pressure will need to be brought to bear to change the state’s attitude about its complicity in the attacks. This may in some cases bring a different set of more coercive tools to bear. Finally, if the state has direct responsibility for the attacks and is encouraging or conducting them as part of the attacking state’s foreign policy, then the victimized nation may have to consider the full spectrum of actions available, beyond law enforcement and diplomacy, against the attacking nations.

Ultimately, if malicious cyber actors are working at the behest of nation–states to advance their objectives through cyberattacks, they are likely to be much more difficult to punish or change their behavior at all. Even if you are able to do so either by sanctioning or arresting them in another country, it is likely that the foreign government sponsor would just recruit others to take up the banner and continue the attacks.
Importantly, although there are a number of nation-states that are using cyberattacks as a tool to advance their objectives, this does not in any way mean the United States can ignore the massive cybercrime wave that is occurring, granting impunity to the large number of malicious cyber actors that may be able to be identified, stopped, and punished. Regardless of whether the behavior is the decision of an individual or the state, whether it’s the fingers on the keyboard or the ones signing the order, it is still a human whose decision-making process can be impacted, and who can (and should) feel real consequences.

Rebalancing the US Cyber Approach

Given the magnitude both of the cybercrime wave and the enforcement gap the nation faces, it’s clear that the current approach is insufficient. As the number and intensity of cyberattacks has increased, robust efforts at cyber defense are necessary, but not nearly sufficient. A determined attacker will get through even the most heavily defended system. Focusing on making the most secure target possible to the exclusion of a substantial focus on also getting the attacker allows malicious actors to continue to multiply and operate with a sense of impunity. And while there are an infinite number of vulnerabilities and a growing number of attacks, there are a finite number of attackers. To stop those attackers, we must transform both the way we think about cybersecurity and rebalance our efforts to include a greater focus on going after the human attacker.

To be sure, there has been a growing emphasis under the Obama and Trump Administrations in going after malicious cyber actors through law enforcement actions and imposing other types of costs to change their behavior. This includes the number of actions that have been taken against malicious cyber actors working on behalf of adversarial nation-states. However, as the enforcement rate makes clear, these efforts are not nearly enough. Nor have they been sufficiently resourced and given the political leadership necessary to make progress.

We need to change the calculation of malicious cyber actors by balancing defense of systems with an offense designed to stop and deter the human.

Most of the cybersecurity efforts are currently defensive in orientation, focused on protecting systems and networks. Building better firewalls against attacks, creating better passwords, and educating users are all critical. But a strategy primarily developed around building impregnable cyber walls and mistake-proof human users cannot succeed. We need to create a more robust parallel effort around how we identify, stop, and punish the human attacker. We need to change the calculation of malicious cyber actors by balancing defense of systems with an offense designed to stop and deter the human.

It’s no surprise that thus far the American government has had a heavy focus on defending systems and networks. This approach has been, in part, driven by a blame-the-victim mentality in cybersecurity. When there is a major cyber breach of a company they are often hauled up before Congress and made to apologize for their lapses, their holes in security, and their failure to have the most up-to-date defenses. To be sure, some of these companies deserve criticism for not taking proper precautions. For example, Equifax, a consumer reporting agency, which holds millions of Americans personally identifiable information, was hacked in 2017.
because they failed to update their software after knowing about the risk for months. This led to hackers exploiting the vulnerability, exposing the information of 143 million Americans.\(^6\) This was preventable and companies that similarly fail to address known vulnerabilities should be held accountable. Corporations in America fear the losses and reputational harm that come from a major breach, and thus focus their efforts on defending their networks and data.

Beyond the private sector, the government’s own approach to cybersecurity has also been primarily defensive in nature. In 2008, the Bush Administration adopted a new approach to securing the internet, the Comprehensive National Cybersecurity Initiative (CNCI),\(^67\) which established a broad series of policies aimed at trying to secure the United States in cyberspace.\(^68\) Later declassified by President Obama, it was a call to arms establishing and modernizing the government’s role in defending networks, sharing information, and increasing cyber-education. The CNCI established the basic parameters of the debate which focused on: network security, securing critical infrastructure, and global supply chain risk mitigation.\(^59\) This overarching focus on defense is one that has continued in the cybersecurity debate to this day, including the Trump Administration’s recently released the National Cyber Strategy.\(^70\) While the Strategy is an important conceptual framework for strengthening law enforcement efforts at home and abroad and imposing consequences on cyberattackers and nation-state sponsors, the Strategy still heavily centers on cyber defense with only a few short sections committed to pursuing hackers. It proposes no advances to how the government will assess its progress on enforcement and has few innovative, new solutions to address the number of tremendous challenges that exist in closing the enforcement gap.

Yet, the government is the only institution with the authority to do anything about the human attacker and the capability to bring them to justice. The government’s abilities in this area are quite broad, but in our assessment, priorities and resourcing have been improperly aligned to go after the attacker. When there is a conversation about how the government is going after hackers it is often framed in military terms, which is inapplicable against most of the attackers we see today.

Military leaders have been debating how large a cyberattack must be in order to make it an act of war since the massive Russian denial of service attacks that crippled Estonia in 2007.\(^71\) Those attacks were largely the inspiration for the North Atlantic Treaty Organization’s (NATO) efforts to develop the Tallinn Manual, an attempt to set the rules for cyber war.\(^72\) Multiple efforts have been made to define the rules of cyberwar and to develop Digital Geneva Conventions.\(^73\) Given the vast amount of funding the military has to invest in cybersecurity, and the over-militarization of US foreign policy generally, it is no surprise that the debate around when a cyberattack will trigger a kinetic response is robust.

For example, the elevation of US Cyber Command to a unified combat command shows the political consensus in the Executive Branch and in Congress to embrace a military approach. On August 18, 2017, the administration elevated Cyber Command to a unified command, and according to a White House statement, this “… demonstrates our increased resolve against cyberspace threats and will help reassure our allies and partners and deter our adversaries.”\(^74\) This military priority is reflected in Cyber Command’s request of approximately $647 million for fiscal year 2018, a 16% increase over the previous year.\(^75\) Additionally, in August 2018, the Trump administration relaxed the rules in Presidential Policy Directive 20, which governs the use of US offensive and defensive cyber operations, especially those to “deter foreign election influence and thwart intellectual property theft by meeting such threats with more forceful responses.”\(^76\)
Yet, until that threshold is crossed, all of those military cyber-weapons are limited to cyberspace and cannot physically touch the human cyber attacker. While the Pentagon is developing weapons that may deny the attacker access to their tools, these responses may have collateral consequences and are limited in their ability to impose consequences on the individual human attacker. Given the range of types of attacks and attackers, cyber weapons may not be the best response in a particular situation. There are other tools besides military action that can be used to stop the attacker.

Rather than responding with military force, the government can use its Title XVIII authorities to bring law enforcement to bear against the attacker at any time. Unfortunately, the current prioritization undervalues and underinvests in that response. We can only stop this cybercrime wave and close the cyber enforcement gap by transforming law enforcement, enabled by diplomacy, to go after the attacker.

America needs a comprehensive cyber enforcement strategy aimed at identifying, stopping, and punishing cyberattackers, which it currently lacks. This strategy would need both domestic and international components to it as well as the structure and process in place to achieve its objectives. We lay out elements of that strategy below.

Toward a Comprehensive Cyber Enforcement Strategy

In this section we lay out the contours of what a comprehensive cyber enforcement strategy could look like. These broad recommendations are aimed at achieving the fundamental rebalance we aim to see in America’s cybersecurity approach to dramatically improve the country’s security. Over a multi-year initiative, Third Way will develop more detailed policy proposals to advance these efforts.

Below we detail our recommendations for areas of priority that require urgent attention by policymakers. Some of these recommendations are aimed at building upon existing streams of efforts while others propose new reforms. These recommendations fall into three general categories of those that deal with: 1) domestic enforcement reform, 2) international coordination and cooperation reform, and 3) internal US government reform efforts to put in place the structure and process to lead all of these efforts.

Domestic enforcement reform

Recommendation #1: A Larger Role for Law Enforcement

Absent a state of war, the primary US government agencies with the authority and ability to identify, stop, and punish the humans responsible for these attacks are law enforcement—enabled by our diplomats and allies. Law enforcement is how we deal with people who have broken our laws in peacetime. Recent high-profile enforcement actions demonstrate what is possible when law enforcement and diplomats target individual attackers and point to a new way forward.

For example, in 2015, after a series of cyber espionage attacks on intellectual property in the US private sector, the Obama administration exerted diplomatic pressure on China. Under
the threat of sanctions, the Chinese government arrested individuals accused of commercial
cyberspionage. Experts believe the individuals arrested to have ties to the cyber offense unit of
the People's Liberation Army (PLA).

The US Government was able to investigate and indict twelve Russian GRU (Main Intelligence
Directorate, abbreviated GRU) agents for hacking the Democratic National Committee and
the Clinton Campaign during the 2016 election. The indictment detailed the methods and
technologies used by the GRU to execute the hack. The investigators were also able to obtain
the names of individuals responsible for executing, coordinating, and ordering the hack. Even
against the most sophisticated nation-state actors it is possible to identify and bring indictments
against the individuals who launch the attacks.

In cyber policy circles, there are many who have argued that enforcement actions cannot have
an impact when it comes to America’s adversaries who use cyberattacks to target our country.
But enforcement actions taken against malicious cyber actors even in the most difficult cases
can still have a substantial impact. Deputy Attorney General Rod Rosenstein recently laid out
the Department of Justice’s view on this very issue, arguing that indictments and prosecutions
are an important tool in these cases for a number of reasons, including: 1) the defendants may
one day face a trial if there is a change in their government’s calculus or they travel to another
nation that cooperates with the United States in these efforts; 2) public indictments can provide
some level of deterrence by raising the risk that these individuals will be held accountable,
making them less attractive for future attacks; 3) these actions demonstrate the ability of US
law enforcement to attribute attacks and charge hackers, which may deter others; 4) federal
indictments in the US criminal justice system given its evidentiary standards are often taken
seriously by other countries, which could impact their relationship with the offending countries;
and 5) victims deserve justice for the attacks that were perpetrated against them.

But it’s not enough to just bring indictments leaving the hackers on the loose in foreign lands.
The ultimate goal is to take them off the field completely, and law enforcement, enabled by
diplomats, does that too.

It’s time to rebalance cyber resources, beefing up the capacity of
law enforcement and diplomats to focus on bringing to justice
those people who are stealing Americans’ hard-earned money,
ideas, and personal data for nefarious purposes.

Unfortunately, American law enforcement and diplomatic efforts are severely under-resourced to
address the growing cyber-crime wave. In fiscal year 2017, the Department of Defense spent $7.2
billion on cybersecurity broadly, nearly ten times the cybersecurity resources of the Department
of Justice.

As the recent CSIS report highlighted, America needs better cyber forensic capabilities and
training. These resources must be committed to:

* Forensics Training for Law Enforcement: In 2018, the National Computer
Forensic Institute (the nation’s only federally-funded training center dedicated to
instructing state and local law enforcement officers, prosecutors, and judges in
digital/cybercrime investigations) was only provided $18.9 million for its training
efforts. This 2018 funding level is only enough to train approximately 1,200
students even though the Institute has the capacity to train over 3,000 students annually if fully funded. Yet some law enforcement officials are receiving just 12 hours of digital evidence training a year.

- Technical Assistance for Local Law Enforcement: Even in the best of circumstances, not every officer in the country will be able to become an expert on digital evidence collection, so better forensic capabilities will require technical help for local law enforcement. For example, the New York County District Attorney’s office only has 15 forensic specialists on staff to support 550 prosecutors handling over 100,000 cases annually. State and local law enforcement rarely have the same level of technology available as the federal government. The costs of running a cybercrime division are simply too high for many local offices. New York City built a digital forensic lab in 2016 that cost $10 million—a price tag well beyond what most cities can spend.

- Improve Crime Labs: Just 79 of the 409 publicly funded crime labs in the United States offered dedicated digital evidence support services according to a DOJ report.

Without these resources, law enforcement officials cannot confront the new challenges posed by the cyber domain. In particular, digital evidence collection is a core component of most cyber investigations, yet federal, state, and local law enforcement have been hampered by their lack of training on such evidence collection and a lack of expert personnel that can be called upon to provide technical assistance in cyber investigations.

It is time to rebalance these resources, beefing up the capacity of law enforcement and diplomats to focus on bringing to justice those people who are stealing Americans’ hard-earned money, ideas, and personal data for nefarious purposes.

**Recommendation #2: A Cyber Enforcement Cadre**

In order to transform the government’s enforcement efforts, we must be willing to address not only cybersecurity workforce shortages, but the way that workforce is trained, incentivized, and retained to hunt and catch cybercriminals.

There are 299,000 unfilled cybersecurity positions in the United States and the gap is expected to reach 1.8 million by 2022, according to a 2018 report authored jointly by the Department of Commerce and DHS. The gap in unfilled cybersecurity positions covers both the private and public sector and vacancies range from information technology (IT) specialists to law enforcement cyber investigators. The large vacancy in positions affects the government and companies’ ability to improve their cybersecurity and law enforcement’s ability to go after cybercriminals. There is also a severe lack of diversity in this workforce, which could vastly improve the effectiveness of the workforce as a whole.

The ways that law enforcement personnel are trained to be able to handle digital forensics of these crimes will need broad transformation.

One of the central issues the US government is confronting is recruiting capable cyber talent and this has had a direct impact on US enforcement agencies. A 2015 Department of Justice
Office of the Inspector General (OIG) report highlighted a need to increase pay for cybersecurity professionals, particularly those that serve in cyber investigation roles working within the National Cyber Investigation Joint Task Force, a multi-agency cyber coordinating entity within the federal government. Additionally, the report notes challenges with the lengthy security clearance process, prohibiting the use of marijuana in the past 3 years, and prohibiting illegal drug use in the past 10 years, posing a challenge in recruiting a younger generation used to a more permissive environment. Once recruited, there are challenges in retention and promotion that must be addressed. The recent departure of four senior FBI cyber officials on top of an additional 20 FBI cybersecurity officials in the past five years for high-paying corporate positions that can exceed $300,000 highlights the challenges of retaining senior talent in the face of lucrative private sector positions.

There are also challenges with ensuring that law enforcement is properly trained to conduct cyber investigations. Preparing law enforcement personnel to handle cybersecurity cases will require increasing the technical capability of multiple specialties: detectives who investigate crime, specialized forensic technicians who analyze digital devices and signatures, and first responders who secure crime scenes. A recent report by the Center for Strategic and International Studies (CSIS) surveyed law enforcement personnel and discovered that many don’t know how to make basic requests to technology companies for data that they need to investigate crimes in general, not just computer-enabled crimes. The ways that law enforcement personnel are trained to be able to handle digital forensics of these crimes will need broad transformation.

**Recommendation #3: Better Attribution Efforts**

Attribution, or identifying the origin and individuals responsible for a cyberattack, is difficult and time consuming, but not impossible.

It often requires teams of investigators comprised of forensic experts, law enforcement officials, and cybersecurity professionals. Technologies like VPNs, the Tor network, and advanced encryption used by malicious cyber actors add to the difficulty by masking identifying information. Tools created using machine learning allow malicious actors to perform reconnaissances, or information-gathering efforts, efficiently and to a much higher degree of accuracy. The solutions offered by law enforcement often raise serious civil liberties concerns and the issue remains a challenge for local, state, and federal officials, and the private sector—as was apparent in the Apple–FBI dispute regarding the San Bernardino case in 2016.

Attribution often requires close cooperation between law enforcement and other government entities and victims of cyberattacks for evidence collection and sharing of threat intelligence. Law enforcement is unable to pursue cases against cybercriminals if victims of cyberattacks do not report these attacks and share evidence with the proper authorities. Intelligence agencies are also unable to collect and analyze cyber-threat intelligence if there is not an effective mechanism in place for information sharing from the private sector and government entities. While law enforcement and intelligence agencies do and should face restrictions on accessing data for attribution without due process, it is worth assessing whether the current systems and processes in place allow for the most effective and efficient sharing of cybercrime information between victims, particularly in the private sector, and government enforcement entities.

Because of a lack of physical evidence, cyber attribution has to deal in degrees of certainty rather than absolutes. Most attribution reports from cybersecurity organizations will refrain from
making an outright accusation. Instead, they use subjective levels such as low, medium, or high confidence. Translating this into evidence that a prosecutor could present in court in front of judge and jury can be an onerous task.

However, considerable progress has been made on attribution in cyber investigations. The indictments against nation-state actors like China’s PLA and Russia’s GRU show that attribution is possible against even the most sophisticated actors. The change in the attitude of cybersecurity experts to the US government attribution of the Sony attack to North Korea shows the evolution of attribution mechanisms in the last few years.

Attribution made by or against a nation-state may require human sources or information obtained through technologies the victim government does not wish to reveal. In the investigation into Russian hacking during the 2016 presidential election, many individuals were critical of the initial DHS report for not containing enough information and were suspicious of the attribution made to Russia. After the government disclosed more information regarding the hack and other offensive operations, most analysts and experts accepted that Russian actors hacked the Democratic National Committee (DNC).

Further, given the international nature of many of these crimes, attribution by the United States will also have to be sufficiently credible to convince foreign partners to take action. Rising distrust of the United States in the global space, especially in areas related to intelligence, have heightened the need to be able to provide transparent and credible attribution for cyberattackers. Attributing attacks is the first stage in a process that allows for enforcement actions to be taken against malicious cyber actors, whether that be law enforcement action or sanctions. US diplomatic officials have taken a leading role in building up coalitions of countries that can coordinate on attribution issues, providing determinations on who perpetrated an attack that have more diplomatic might on the global stage than the United States standing alone.

Progress has been made in this direction with US attribution efforts having been closely coordinated with partner nations on some recent cases. For example, this month, officials from the United States, United Kingdom, and the Netherlands released coordinated announcements attributing the targeting of the Organization for the Prevention of Chemical Weapon to the GRU.

The Trump Administration’s newly proposed Cyber Deterrence Initiative is a potential avenue for such a coalition. But to ensure this Initiative is most effective, it must also address the issues that have impeded joint attribution in the past, including significant delays caused by bureaucratic processes and challenges in information sharing between the United States and partner countries. These joint attribution efforts will involve more than just collecting, analyzing, and sharing digital evidence. In the end, the decision by governments to publicly identify malicious cyber actors, particularly nation-state actors, will be a political decision by their leaders. If all of these international efforts are to be effective and coordinated, the State Department needs a senior-level person resourced and empowered to ensure that our diplomatic efforts are consistent with the goal of increasing our ability to identify, stop, and punish the attacker.

All of these challenges can begin to be met or at least mitigated by:

- More resources for technological advances in cyber investigations dedicated to enhancing cyber attribution efforts at federal and state levels. Systems and processes for cyber attribution are currently in their infancy when compared
to physical crime and often they are too costly for many states and localities to pursue on their own.

- The federal government advising system operators of the tools and best procedures to use when breached so they can gain the maximum forensic evidence.
- Building alliances, substantially improving information sharing processes and mechanisms between partner nations, and streamlining bureaucratic processes to improve the timeliness and impact of joint attribution efforts.

Recommendation #4: A Carrot and Stick Approach to Fugitives

In some cases, the criminals may be difficult to find or hiding in countries that provide them safe haven. The United States need not give up just because a criminal is beyond the arm of the law. It can reinvigorate enforcement tools used to impose consequences on cyber fugitives—both in offering rewards for their apprehension or imposing sanctions while they’re at large.

A comprehensive strategy to deter and apprehend cybercriminals requires the use of a “carrot and stick” approach. The “carrot” could be the use of a reward–based system to incentivize the sharing of information that can lead to an arrest of malicious cyber actors. The “stick” is the use of targeted sanctions on cybercriminals and their possible nation–state or organizational sponsors.

The United States can reinvigorate enforcement tools used to impose consequences on cyber fugitives—both in offering rewards for their apprehension or imposing sanctions while they’re at large.

Current “Most Wanted” programs can be expanded to incentivize the capture of cybercriminals. The FBI currently maintains what is known as the “Cyber’s Most Wanted” list to raise public attention on cyber-fugitives and it should be evaluated if the use of rewards to incentivize information on cybercriminals can be expanded even further. As of September 2018, this list includes 42 malicious cyber actors from many different countries but additional individuals have been listed and then delisted once they have been captured. The FBI also maintains a most wanted list for criminals involved in other types of crimes. The most well-known use of a criminals list is the FBI’s “Ten Most Wanted Fugitives” list. The FBI has used a “Ten Most Wanted Fugitives” list for various crimes since the 1950s, and over the years over 519 fugitives have been on the list with the majority eventually being apprehended. According to the FBI, “one hundred and sixty–two of the ‘Ten Most Wanted Fugitive’ apprehensions have been the result of citizen recognition of ‘Ten Most Wanted Fugitive’ publicity.” The lists are designed to help law enforcement garner public attention to apprehend criminals who otherwise might not receive attention and often tie rewards that are offered to the reporting of information that leads to arrest or apprehension. The FBI in the past has applied the same incentive–based reporting approach to the “Cyber’s Most Wanted” list with rewards for certain criminals being as high as $100,000. However, there are currently very few cybercriminals listed that are tied to a reward. The rewards–based system for information on certain crimes has been an important tool in apprehending criminals and policymakers must evaluate whether incentives for information on cybercriminals can be expanded even further.
As we expand the use of incentives, we can also use punitive tools to impose consequences on cyber fugitives. Where the foreign nation is unwilling or unable to assist the United States in the prosecution of a cybercriminal, individual sanctions can be used by the US government to punish individuals responsible for malicious cyber-enabled activities who remain outside of the United States. The Department of Treasury can impose economic and financial sanctions. These may include such things as asset freezes and travel bans on individuals. The United States has many existing sanctions regimes, but the use of sanctions for cyber enforcement is a relatively recent development.\(^{115}\)

The Department of Treasury Office of Foreign Asset Control's (OFAC) cyber-related sanctions program was instituted in April 2015 with President Obama’s Executive Order 13694 to block the property and interests in property of persons who are responsible or complicit in malicious cyber-enabled activities.\(^{116}\) These sanctions were expanded by President Obama in December 2016 and now allow for the sanctioning of individuals or entities whose activities either directly or indirectly present a “significant threat to the national security, foreign policy, or economic health or financial stability of the United States.”\(^{117}\)

Sanctions can also be issued against persons or organizations when we suspect a link to a nation–state sponsor. For example, the United States has a specific set of sanctions targeting cyber-enabled malicious activity and nation–state sanctions regimes such as those placed on North Korea and Iran.\(^{118}\) In addition, the “Countering America’s Adversaries Through Sanctions Act” was enacted in 2017 to authorize sanctions against any person who engaged in malicious cyber activity against a person or democratic institution on behalf of the Russian government.\(^{119}\)

Key partner nations and multilateral organizations like the European Union and the United Nations have sanctions regimes that can be equally, or in some cases more, effective in punishing hard to reach malicious cyber actors and their nation–state sponsors.\(^{120}\)

By revisiting a carrot and stick approach to apprehending cyber-fugitives as part of an overarching strategy, US enforcement agencies can begin to impose consequences even when the perpetrator is at large.

**International cooperation and coordination reform**

**Recommendation #5: Ambassador-level Cyber Quarterback**

Not only must law enforcement transform itself domestically, but it must also transform the ways it works across international borders. Since the early days of the internet, attempts to identify hackers have faced bureaucratic hurdles caused by the multiple jurisdictions involved, the most complex of which require international cooperation.\(^{121}\) For many law enforcement agencies, the difficulties of getting international cooperation to trace or arrest a malicious actor are extremely daunting.\(^{122}\)

The global nature of the cyber threat requires dedicated and deliberate leadership and coordination at the highest echelons of the US government to enhance international coordination and cooperation on closing the enforcement gap. Given the scope of countries that are impacted in a cybercrime investigation, little progress can be made in these efforts if America’s cyber diplomacy and development efforts are not expanded and diplomatic ties to partner nations around the globe are not strengthened. To catch international cybercriminals, we’ll need a
coordinated international effort, cooperation on building the case, and cooperation on bringing the criminals into custody.

Effective engagement with other countries on cyber threats requires a coordinated international effort as we make catching cybercriminals a top priority for the United States. To have an effective offense, we need a strong quarterback. Unfortunately, the State Department’s cyber coordinator being downgraded under the Trump Administration leaves US international efforts without a leader.123

**Effective engagement with other countries on cyber threats requires a coordinated international effort as we make catching cybercriminals a top priority for the United States. To have an effective offense, we need a strong quarterback.**

Congressional efforts to raise the level of the State Department’s Coordinator for Cyber Issues to a Senate–confirmed ambassador position are an important step in ensuring the United States has the leadership it needs to strengthen international cooperation and coordination.124 The Office of the Coordinator for Cyber Issues has played an important role in enhancing the vital operational–level cooperation that occurs between US law enforcement and federal agencies, including the Departments of Homeland Security and Defense, and their foreign counterparts. But a Congressional authorization to elevate the Office of the Coordinator for Cyber Issues is not enough. The Office must also be provided with a clear mandate to include a focus on closing the enforcement gap in its work, including strengthening its efforts on attribution and diplomatic training programs, and the necessary resources and personnel by Congress to be able to do so.

This is critical to drive forward a rebalance in America’s cybersecurity approach to one that puts the State Department front and center as a key entity for progress.

America’s diplomats are key to making a dent in international cybercrime and changing the malicious cyber behavior of nation states and non–state actors more broadly. To make progress, the United States cannot go at these missions alone. It must build a posse of like–minded countries that will complement and enhance our efforts. This means that strengthened international cooperation and alliance building to collectively respond to shared cyber threats, including those posed by nation states, must be a top priority for the US government. The United States must also work to strengthen its leadership in international organizations that deal with these issues, such as the UN, the Group of Seven (G7), NATO, and others, to play a leading role in decision–making and not work to weaken and attack these alliances as President Trump has done on a number of occasions.125

**Recommendation #6: Stronger Tools in the Diplomacy Arsenal**

To catch cybercriminals, we’ll need international assistance in building the evidence against them. Bilateral agreements facilitate cooperation between the United States and other governments in cybercrime investigations.

Mutual legal assistance treaties (MLATs) and mutual legal assistance agreements (MLAAAs) are one such tool to facilitate cooperation on cyber–enabled crime investigations and prosecutions. These binding treaties and agreements are typically bilaterally signed between the United States and other countries to formalize the parameters of their criminal justice cooperation.126 These treaties can be critical tools for sharing data and digital evidence in cyber investigations.
and prosecutions. Right now the process under these agreements can be very lengthy and administratively burdensome. Congress has taken some action to try to help make this process more efficient. For example, they have worked to facilitate cross-border data sharing directly between US technology companies and foreign governments. The recently enacted “CLOUD Act” allows the United States to enter into agreements with other countries to provide direct access to data held by technology companies while also raising the standards of civil liberties. Congress must continue to perform its oversight function in evaluating the effectiveness of any “CLOUD Act” agreements and assessing whether any further legislative changes to these legal assistance processes are needed.

**Treaties can be critical tools for sharing data and digital evidence in cyber investigations and prosecutions.**

Once the United States has ultimately built cases against these cybercriminals, it will need help bringing them into custody. Once they have an arrest warrant, American authorities can ask INTERPOL, the global police cooperation body, to issue a Red Notice, which asks foreign authorities to locate and provisionally arrest an individual pending their extradition. Once a Red Notice is issued for a cybercriminal, these persons are placed on lookout lists and, if they come to the attention of police in other countries the United States can request that they be provisionally arrested or file a request for extradition. Extradition treaties allow US authorities to ask other countries to hand over an individual for prosecution or to serve a sentence following a conviction in American courts. The United States has signed extradition treaties with over 100 countries.

Additionally, the United States should continue to utilize the Council of Europe’s 2001 Convention on Cybercrime (also known as the Budapest Convention) to facilitate cooperation on cybercrime. This treaty was the first binding international treaty that sets common standards on investigations and criminal justice cooperation on cybercrime and electronic evidence. It remains the most wide-reaching cybercrime treaty there is and has now been ratified or acceded by the United States and 60 other countries. Expanding the number of countries that ratify or accede to the Budapest Convention is critical to ensure it can have far-reaching impact because it can be a diplomatic tool to push member countries to uphold their obligations. However, if this treaty is to be most effective, it must not just be adopted by like-minded countries. This will require sustained US leadership in pushing countries who have previously opposed its provisions to come on board. Yet, even in countries that have ratified or acceded to the Convention, changes in national laws to comply with the treaty obligations and capacity building for criminal justice actors in the standards of the Convention remain big gaps in certain nations that need to be addressed. As one of the only binding agreements that exists globally on cybercrime, America’s diplomats can work to expand the number of countries that ratify this treaty.

Underneath the frameworks established by international agreements, American authorities are able to take advantage of multilateral tools that exist to try to locate these actors overseas in specific cases and either prosecute them in the United States or the country they are apprehended in. However, these initiatives require resources, personnel, and political leadership from the United States to remain effective.
Recommendation #7: Better International Capacity for Enforcement

US law enforcement has a long way to go to make a dent in the cybercrime wave. But many other nations require far greater capacity building to be able to complement these US efforts. To strengthen the capability of partner nations, the US government must assess and expand its support to global cyber enforcement capacity building. It must help foreign authorities understand and address the threat as it transforms itself. Currently, the United States provides capacity building assistance on cybersecurity and cybercrime to countries through US diplomatic, development, and international judicial programs. US enforcement agencies also have personnel and agents posted in key countries who help facilitate cooperation and support capacity-building efforts on cybersecurity and cybercrime.

It is clear that the current levels of funding and manning for capacity building efforts are not adequate to meet the challenge. As the Trump Administration has continued to deprioritize America's diplomatic and development efforts, requesting to gut funding to critical global initiatives and decimating the workforce; Congress must push back and ensure adequate, and in some cases expanded, funding is provided to bilateral and multilateral cyber capacity building efforts. The United States cannot say it prioritizes cybercrime capacity building, as the new National Cyber Strategy proclaims, without ensuring the resources are provided to support this. However, the United States does not have to go at this capacity-building alone. There are capacity-building efforts being undertaken for criminal justice actors around the globe, many supported by the United States, by entities like the United Nations, INTERPOL, the Organization for Security and Co-operation in Europe, and others in the private sector.

Capacity-building efforts are also an opportunity to strengthen international support for rule of law, privacy, civil liberties, and human rights. These capacity-building efforts are also an opportunity to strengthen international support for rule of law, privacy, civil liberties, and human rights. As governments around the globe have strengthened their cybersecurity laws, these laws and strengthened cyber capabilities have been used as a tool in certain countries to crackdown on dissidents, opposition figures, and activists. These laws may help to strengthen efforts to go after cyberattackers but, if used for nefarious reasons, they can be powerful tools to stifle dissent and restrict powerful forces needed for democratization and social change. As the United States works to strengthen its international cooperation on cyber enforcement, this work must match with calls to respect privacy, civil liberties and human rights, and criticism for actions that do not do so.

Structural and process reform

Recommendation #8: Better Success Metrics

To begin to make improvements in the government’s ability to bring enforcement actions against cybercriminals, there must be a comprehensive assessment of current government efforts across all agencies with a role in cyber enforcement to determine what is working, what might need to be amplified, and what might need to change. At a minimum, without baseline statistics it is difficult to measure government efforts, develop budget estimates for current levels of effort, and
make an informed case for budget increases necessary to support increased enforcement levels. This baseline does not currently exist.

It’s difficult for outside researchers to assess the level of enforcement activity taken by the US government, as we discovered. But even the government’s own analysis indicates there’s no reliable measurement of the problem. In July 2016, the Department of Justice’s Inspector General found that the process that the FBI uses to prioritize cyber threats was subjective and open to interpretation, and that the Bureau lacked a system that would allow it to determine whether cyber threats were appropriately prioritized. Without accurate data on cybercrime, law enforcement cannot make reasoned policy decisions to best deal with the issue. The Uniform Federal Crime Reporting Act of 1988 requires all federal agencies to report federal crime offenses to the FBI, yet there are agencies that have never reported crime data to the FBI. The National Academies of Science has recommended a data collection framework modeled off of one utilized by United Nations entities that would provide reliable and comparative data on crime beyond what is currently available. Better reporting measures would also assist in lowering the number of unreported crimes.

Without accurate data on cybercrime, law enforcement cannot make reasoned policy decisions to best deal with the issue.

In addition to the lack of a process to determine prioritization of the cyber threat, the FBI lacks comprehensive performance metrics that set case targets for cyber fraud, a large and growing category of criminal activity. The lack of comprehensive performance metrics stands in stark contrast to the targets set for white collar crime, mortgage fraud, and criminal enterprises and gangs.

A baseline assessment on the government’s cyber enforcement efforts will allow for the eventual setting of targets for agency performance on a number of different metrics. For example, the US Secret Service (USSS) sets targets for each year, reported to Congress, on a number of cyber-related measures. This includes the amount of dollar-loss prevented by Secret Service cyber investigations as well as the number of law enforcement officials trained in cybercrime and cyber forensics. In fiscal year 2017 alone, the USSS set a target to prevent $600 million in the public financial loss that was prevented due to the agency’s cyber investigations. It far exceeded that target. However, these targets do not appear to include targets set for arrests and prosecutions and nor do the targets set by other enforcement agencies. Assessing the government’s efforts now on cyber enforcement will allow for the setting of targets on enforcement actions taken moving forward.

Recommendation #9: Organizational Changes and Interagency Cooperation

Cybercrime remains pervasive and the US government’s enforcement efforts to counter this threat must be made as efficient and effective as possible. This must include necessary reforms to de-conflict the often overlapping mandates of the numerous US government agencies involved in enforcement. The many federal agencies with special agents that all have a role in cyber investigations and the number of state and local law enforcement agencies also leading investigations has led to similar or overlapping responsibilities between these entities. At the federal level in particular, this can lead to inefficiencies, redundancies, and difficulties in
ensuring congressional oversight efforts are tied to an overarching strategic cyber enforcement approach across agencies. 154

Efforts have been undertaken already to enhance coordination between these various agencies. For example, the National Cyber Investigative Joint Task Force (NCIJTF) was established in 2008 to serve as focal point for government coordination and information sharing on cyber investigations. The FBI-led NCIJTF serves as the national focal point for coordinating cyber threat investigations and allows for information sharing across over 20 member agency representatives from law enforcement, the intelligence community, and the military.155 FBI also leads state and local task forces out of its field offices to coordinate domestic cyber threat investigations at the state and local level.156 In addition, the USSS coordinates a network of Electronic Crimes Task Forces to strengthen its efforts to prevent, detect, and investigate various types of electronic crimes.157

However, even with the creation of these task forces, there’s continued confusion on which agency has the lead to investigate certain types of cybercrime. A 2015 congressional report found that the similar or overlapping missions of enforcement agencies has continued to cause confusion on which agency has the lead on investigating certain crimes, particularly when multiple agencies are involved in an investigation. This also creates confusion among the American people on what agency they should even report to if they become victim of a cybercrime.158

Reforms need to focus on de-conflicting the missions of the agencies responsible for cyber enforcement, focusing on streamlining efforts, reducing duplication, and clarifying jurisdiction. Without these reforms, issues will remain on how to accurately assess the progress of each of these agencies and link that progress to an overarching strategic approach tied to resources and personnel. To ensure these investigations are as efficient and effective as possible, investigators working on complicated and multi-jurisdictional cybercrimes need clarity on which agency is taking the lead on coordinating the effort.

**Recommendation #10: Centralized Strategic Planning**

All of these areas of focus must be supported by an overarching, comprehensive strategy for US cyber enforcement aimed at identifying, stopping, and punishing global cyberattackers. That overarching strategy must include a plan to transform the interagency cooperation on cyber enforcement, both domestically and internationally. No single agency can tackle this behemoth of a challenge alone. A comprehensive domestic strategy would require unparalleled cooperation between the myriad federal agencies that have a role in cyber investigations.

A recent assessment by the non-partisan Government Accountability Office (GAO) underscores that the government still lacks a comprehensive cybersecurity strategy that allows for effective oversight.159 And the Trump Administration’s recently released National Cyber Strategy does not meet the benchmarks for an effective strategic approach that allows for proper oversight.160 This document does contain priorities for strengthening cyber enforcement and is an important first step. However, there remains little detail, at least publicly available, as to how federal, state, and local agencies plan to implement it. This document echoes some of the concerns expressed by the 9/11 Commission in its critical assessment of the US counterterrorism strategic approach before these catastrophic terrorist attacks.161 The Commission noted that while the US government cannot promise that a terrorist attack will never happen on American soil again “the American people
are entitled to expect that officials will have realistic objectives, clear guidance, and effective organization. They are entitled to see standards for performance so they can judge, with the help of their elected representatives, whether objectives are being met.”

In order to achieve the necessary transformation, we will have to develop these standards and benchmarks.

The US government needs a position to oversee and coordinate a national cyber strategy to ensure that there is proper attention and resources dedicated for this pervasive national crisis, benchmarks for progress are tracked and evaluated, and there is clarity in mission of different agencies to avoid duplication.

A strategy will be most effective when there is White House leadership managing and coordinating a whole-of-government response. When the country has faced tremendous threats in the past, “czar” positions were created within the executive branch to mobilize and coordinate resources, streamline processes, and work to coordinate the efforts of the numerous government agencies involved. Most recently, the Obama Administration created the position of Ebola response coordinator, known as the Ebola Czar, to coordinate the federal government’s ability to combat Ebola. Similarly, the US government needs a position to oversee and coordinate a national cyber strategy to ensure that there is proper attention and resources dedicated for this pervasive national crisis, benchmarks for progress are tracked and evaluated, and there is clarity in mission of different agencies to avoid duplication.

The Trump administration has taken the opposite approach. The Trump White House has actually scaled back cybersecurity coordination not strengthened it, eliminating the White House Cyber Coordinator position within the National Security Council (NSC) and leaving coordination to two senior director-level NSC officials. NSC officials often operate with little resources and support personnel. In comparison, the operating budget of the Office for National Drug Control Policy, the office of the Drug Czar, in fiscal year 2018 alone was $18.4 million for operating costs, which has been even higher in years past. The county is facing a national cybersecurity crisis and there is no senior official empowered with the resources to coordinate a comprehensive cyber strategy that includes a significant focus on closing the cyber enforcement gap.

What are the federal agencies involved in cyber enforcement?

Many federal agencies have a role in cyber investigations, including the FBI, the Secret Service (USSS), the Immigration and Customs Enforcement’s Homeland Security Investigations (HSI), and others. State and local law enforcement agencies also lead on many cybercrime investigations. While each of these agencies has a vital role in cyber enforcement, there are also some similar or overlapping responsibilities between them. At the federal level in particular, this can lead to inefficiencies, redundancies, and difficulties in ensuring congressional oversight efforts are tied to an overarching strategic cyber enforcement approach across agencies.
The descriptions provided by the Secret Service, Homeland Security Investigations, and the FBI concerning the scope of their mandate on cybercrime demonstrates the lack of clarity in their investigation jurisdictions:

**USSS:** “Cybercrime, including computer intrusions or attacks, transmissions of malicious code, password trafficking, or theft of payment card of other financial payment information.”

**HSI:** “Cyber-based domestic or international cross-border crime, including child exploitation, money laundering, smuggling, and violations of intellectual property rights.”

**FBI:** “Cybercrime, including computer intrusions or attacks, fraud, intellectual property theft, identity theft, theft of trade secrets, criminal hacking, terrorist activity, espionage, sabotage, or other foreign intelligence activity.”

---

**Conclusion**

Before 9/11 the US government lacked a strategic approach to the threat of terrorism. While the 9/11 Commission documented enormous efforts that were undertaken by the US government to detect and disrupt the terrorist threat, it also found tremendous barriers to progress, including a lack of prioritization of the threat, competing priorities and immense bureaucratic challenges. Some of the challenges they found also stymie a strategic approach to cybersecurity. They noted that a comprehensive approach to counterterrorism was limited by: law enforcement priorities guided by local FBI field offices as opposed to by an overarching national approach; a lack of a significant shift in resources at the FBI to meet the threat; insufficient training for law enforcement; the minimization of the important diplomatic role of the State Department; and the failure of Congress to adjust itself to address the rise of the transnational terrorism threat and conduct proper oversight. The state of the US government’s cybersecurity efforts today draw alarming parallels to these pre-9/11 challenges.

To transform the US government’s ability to improve its ability to identify, stop, and punish the attacker, we will need a strategy that doesn’t just focus on building a better safe, but focuses on catching the safe-cracker.

We have enough examples of successful prosecutions to know that while finding and punishing the attacker is hard, it’s not impossible. Today, we lay the cornerstone of that foundation, and dedicate ourselves to building a more complete cyber enforcement architecture.
ENDNOTES


9 This number includes 2016 incidents that involved a systemic or targeted breach of a system and does not include privacy crimes, online harassment, or crimes against children. See: Federal Bureau of Investigation. “2016 Internet Crime Report.” 22 June 2017, pp. 17. https://pdf.ic3.gov/2016_IC3Report.pdf. Accessed 3 Oct. 2018. The authors welcome a robust discussion on how these metrics could be improved and have made recommendations for the same in this report.


The dark web is content on the Internet that requires special anonymizing software to access. Websites may additionally require specific authorization from administrators and are commonly used by individuals who seek privacy for a variety of reasons. Eddy, Max. “Inside the Dark Web.” PCMag, PCMag, 4 Feb. 2015, www.pcmag.com/article2/0,2817,2476003,00.asp. Accessed 22 Oct. 2018.


Digital evidence is “information stored or transmitted in binary form that may be relied on in court.” It can be found on such things as a computer hard drive or a mobile phone and is used to prosecute a wide spectrum of crimes. United States Department of Justice, Office of Justice Programs. “Digital Evidence and Forensic.” National Institute of Justice, 14 April 2016. https://www.nij.gov/topics/forensics/evidence/digital/Pages/welcome.aspx. Accessed 9 Oct. 2018.
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